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ABSTRACT

Recently� many new Blind Signal Separation �BSS�
algorithms have been introduced� Authors evaluate
the performance of their algorithms in various ways�
Among these are speech recognition rates� plots of sep�
arated signals� plots of cascaded mixing�unmixing im�
pulse responses and signal to noise ratios� Clearly� not
all of these methods give a good re�ection of the perfor�
mance of these algorithms� Moreover� since the eval�
uation is done using di�erent measures and di�erent
data� results cannot be compared� As a solution we
provide a uni�ed methodology of evaluating BSS al�
gorithms along with providing data online such that
researches can compare their results� We will focus on
acoustical applications� but many of the remarks apply
to other BSS application areas as well�

�� INTRODUCTION

Blind Signal Separation �BSS� is the process that aims
at separating a number of source signals from observed
mixtures of those sources 	
� �� �� � ��� For exam�
ple� in an acoustical application� these mixtures might
originate from a recording using multiple microphones�
The term �blind� comes from the very weak assump�
tions made about the mixing and the sources� Typi�
cally only independence of the sources is assumed pos�
sibly together with some knowledge of the probability
density functions of the sources�

It seems that BSS can have a large number of ap�
plications in the audio realm� especially in the area
of signal enhancement by removing undesired source
components from a desired signal 	�� �� �� �� 
��� Thus�
this area has recently received a lot of attention� How�
ever� currently it is not possible to compare di�erent
algorithms reliably as every research paper seems to
measure a di�erent aspect of the performance using a
di�erent dataset�

The purpose of this paper is to remedy this prob�
lem by discussing what is needed for BSS performance

evaluation� Obviously there is no single perfect mea�
sure of goodness since there is no single de�nition of
the problem �ICA� separation� deconvolution�� In ad�
dition to merely evaluating the success of a separation
algorithm� a more ambitious problem is to construct
a set of tests of variable di�culty examining a set of
distinct properties that would provide valuable infor�
mation about the weaknesses of the algorithm� This
implies full control over the separation problem which
in turn implies the need for synthetic test cases� Syn�
thetic cases can be used to examine algorithm perfor�
mance in trivial up to ill�conditioned cases thus rating
separation ability accurately� By having control over
the type of the sources we can also see the e�ect that
they might have on algorithm performance�

However� synthetic cases fail to capture some ele�
ments of the real world� There is a certain level of
complexity in the real world which we cannot con��
dently reproduce by synthetic means� The statistics
of room responses� the dynamic quality of the convolu�
tion �even at seemingly static cases�� factors such as the
physical presence of the sources in the environment and
the particular patterns of background noise� are hard to
reproduce but present additional complications worth
examining�

Thus we propose a suite of test cases divided into
two main categories�


� A number of controllable synthetic separation
problems will be provided� They will test the
limits of algorithms covering a wide range of at�
tributes� As the sources are available perfor�
mance measurement is straightforward�

�� With real world recordings clean sources are not
available and measuring the separation quality
is often di�cult� We provide a test methodol�
ogy that provides the best of both worlds� the
realism of true audio recordings in real environ�
ments� and the ability to accurately measure the
separation performance on these recordings� This



comes from recording each source separately in a
real environment as described later�

Providing methodologies together with data sets makes
it possible for researches to compare their algorithms
in a more objective way�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� First�
we will discuss what aspects of BSS tasks could be mea�
sured and controlled to characterize BSS algorithms�
We will choose a few most important ones for synthetic
test cases� Next� we will discuss possible measures of
performance together with the recording setup that is
used for the evaluation of BSS systems� This is impor�
tant since the recording setup determines what data is
available for the evaluation of the BSS algorithm� We
will describe a setup that combines realism with easy
performance measurement� Finally� we will discuss the
chosen test cases which are made available online for
downloading�

�� WHAT IS DIFFICULT IN BSS�

Before starting to discuss measures that indicate the
degree of separation achieved we will discuss what con�
ditions could increase the di�culty of a BSS task�
These conditions will thus be candidates for parame�
ters to vary when constructing the test cases�

Convolutive mixing of the sources is inherent in al�
most all imaginable audio and acoustic BSS applica�
tions� In addition� we also enumerate some aspects
that are related to instantaneous mixing� As the whole
paper� the enumerated conditions are geared towards
audio situations�


� The closer the mixing is to a singular matrix the
harder the separation task is for algorithms that
do not exhibit the equivariant behaviour 	
� ���
In the presence of noise the task becomes harder
also for equivariant algorithms� The level of dif�
�culty can be controlled by adjusting the eigen�
value spread of the mixing �lter matrix 	

��

�� There is a continuum from instantaneous mixing
to delayed mixing� i�e� convolutive mixing with
only one nonzero coe�cient per �lter� This can
be used to measure the ability of an algorithm to
deal with simple convolutive mixing�

�� There is also a continuum from delayed mixing
to real world convolutive mixing� which can be
explored by changing the sparseness and the du�
ration of the mixing �lters� This� tested� can rate
an algorithm�s ability to deal with increasingly
complicated mixing �lters�

In real recordings these aspects can be controlled
to some extent by changing the positions of the
microphones and sources� The easiest cases are
in general when the mixing matrix has strong di�
rect paths with little crosstalk� i�e� every source
is close to it�s microphone� Also the acoustical
characteristics of the recording room can be con�
trolled �anechoic vs� hard walled chamber�� In�
troducing more reverberation makes the separa�
tion task more di�cult in general�

� In any kind of a mixing situation the probabil�
ity density functions �pdf� of the sources have an
e�ect� Usually the closer they are to Gaussians�
the harder the separation gets�

�� The spectra of the sources may vary from nar�
rowband to wideband which can have great in�u�
ence on the performance of the algorithm� Tests
should include sounds of both classes since some
algorithms might rely on these qualities�

�� Some algorithms make use of the di�erence of the
spectra of di�erent source signals� Therefore it is
useful to include test cases with distinct source
spectra and test cases with similar source spectra�

�� Also in any kind of mixing the available amount
of data needed to successfully learn to separate
a static mixing situation characterizes how well
the algorithm might perform in dynamic mixing
circumstances� There is a continuum from static
mixing to rapidly varying mixing� This can be
used to vary the level of di�culty when test�
ing an algorithm�s tracking capabilities� When
there is no comprehensive data set available with
dynamic mixtures tracking capabilities can be
judged from the convergence of the algorithm on
static mixtures�

�� The ability to deal with silences is also needed�
at least for static algorithms� Sections of silence
from a source should not cause the algorithm to
diverge� For example a case with a speaker with
background noise little sections of silence should
not cause a wildly di�erent estimate so that re�
convergence is necessary when the speaker ap�
pears again�

�� Increasing the number of sources together with
the number of mixtures increases the degree of
di�culty signi�cantly� For example� algorithms
that work well in the ��by�� case might fail mis�
erably in the �by� case� At the limit of con�
volved unmixing we have a 
�by�
 case which cor�
responds to blind deconvolution�




�� Keeping the number of sources �xed but vary�
ing the number of available mixtures can greatly
in�uence the behaviour of the algorithm� In gen�
eral� at least the same number of mixtures as the
number of sources is required� If there is further
information available lesser number might su�ce�
By using more mixtures than there are sources�
the capabilities of the algorithm to tolerate noise
or to improve the separation performance could
be characterized�



� The amount and the quality of noise in the mix�
tures can be controlled using�

�a� A single noise signal independent of all
sources mixed to each sensor signal�

�b� Di�erent noise components� independent of
all sources and each other� mixed to each
sensor signal�

�c� Similarity of the noise pdf�spectrum to the
source signals�

Together� if all these aspects could be character�
ized� a fairly complete picture of the capabilities of an
algorithm could be obtained� Synthetic test cases that
cover these aspects will be introduced and discussed in
Section �

�� HOW TO MEASURE� � RECORDING

SETUPS AND PERFORMANCE

MEASURES

In this section we will discuss how to evaluate the good�
ness of the actual separation on the basis of test data�
In addition to separation� BSS algorithms can be char�
acterized by distortion� i�e�� how the original signals
are distorted from how each microphone would observe
them in the absence of other sources�

It appears that there are three fundamentally di�er�
ent methods to evaluate separation depending on what
data is available�

The �rst one is based on the impulse responses of
the mixing channels and the separation �lters� By con�
volving the mixing and separation systems� it is sim�
ple to measure how far �in dB� the resulting �lters are
from a scaled unit response� As the mixing channels
are required this method only applies to the synthetic
case� Although this method is well de�ned it might
not accurately evaluate the separation of the signals�
For example� when the sources have low energy con�
tents for certain frequency intervals the BSS algorithm
might fail in �nding an unmixing system that achieves
separation for those frequencies� This does not a�ect

the quality of separation as there is almost no frequency
content in the signals for these frequencies�

The second one is based on the test signals them�
selves� For each separated signal the residuals of the
other sources are compared against the desired source�
Ideally these residuals should equal zero� Note that
to be able to do this for a real recording� static mix�
tures are required� in which only one source is active
at a time� together with a labeling that indicates these
locations in the test mixtures�

A third way is to directly evaluate the independence
of the separated outputs� It is di�cult however to come
up with a measure of independence that can be esti�
mated accurately and gives a clear indication of quality
of separation�

In the following subsection we will describe a
recording setup that enables evaluation of real record�
ings using the second method mentioned above and
overcoming its limitations�

���� Recording Setup

Consider the mixing�unmixing system in Figure 
� In
this system the source signals s� � � � sJ are �ltered by
the multi�channel acoustical transfer function H yield�
ing the microphone signals x� � � � xJ � It is assumed
that the number of sources equals the number of mi�
crophones� For synthetic cases the source signals are
�ltered by the premeasured multi�channel acoustical
transfer function H � In that case the unmixing sys�
tem w can be evaluated using the known mixing sys�
tem H and the unmixed signals yi can be judged using
the known source signals si� This makes it possible to
evaluate distortion and separation�

When real recordings are used however� the only
available data are the microphone signals xi� i �

 � � � J � Both the separation and the distortion that
is introduced by the unmixing system cannot be deter�
mined directly from the microphone signals�
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Figure 
� Cascaded mixing�unmixing system

The following approach combines the realism of true
audio recordings in real environments� and the abil�
ity to accurately measure the separation performance
on these recordings� In this approach multi�channel
recordings are made in a room when only one of the
sources is active at a time� These recorded signals are



denoted xi�sj � i�e� the contribution of the jth source

to the ith microphone� The mixed data is obtained by
adding these independent contributions for all sources�
i�e� xi �

P
j xi�sj � Now the xi represent the mi�

crophone signals that would have been obtained if all
sources were active simultaneously� This is justi�ed for
acoustical applications� since sound waves are additive
too�

Note that all speakers must be present during the
recordings� even if they are silent� as the room acoustics
are in�uenced by their presence� The approach is there�
fore limited to the recording of non�moving sources� as
the source movements cannot be reproduced exactly
in general� Using this approach� multi�channel record�
ings are as realistic as they can be without losing infor�
mation that is required for the evaluation� A method
for measuring the quality of separation and measuring
the distortion due to the BSS algorithm using these
recorded signals is described in the next subsection�

���� Performance Measures

������ Distortion

The distortion of the jth separated output can be de�
�ned as

Dj � 
� log

�
Ef�xj�sj � �jyj�

�g

Ef�xj�sj �
�g

�
�
�

with �j � Efx�j�sjg�Efy
�

jg� The separated signal in�

dices are chosen such that yj corresponds to the jth

source and Ef�g denotes the expectation operator� In
this de�nition� the separation results are not distorted
when they are equal �up to a scaling factor �j� to xj�sj �

i�e� the contribution to microphone j of the jth source
alone� The permutation and scaling of the signals do
not a�ect the distortion and are therefore left out of
the de�nition�

When synthetic mixtures are used this approach
can be followed too as the xi�sj can be calculated from
the mixing system and the sources sj so that the same
approach can be followed�

A more detailed impression of the distortion can be
obtained by plotting it as a function of frequency using
a Short Time Fourier Transform �STFT�

Dj��� � 
� log

�
Ef�STFTfxj�sj � �jyjg�

�g

Ef�xj�sj �
�g

�
���

with again Ef�g expectation over time� Matlab code to
generate such plots has been made available online��

�http���www�ele�tue�nl�ica��

The baseline for distortion is the original micro�
phone signal� Whatever happens to the signal from
the source to the microphone cannot be determined as
the actual sources are not available� This distortion
measure is thus biased to favor methods that do not
perform deconvolution in addition to separation as any
deconvolution would be observed as distortion�

������ Separation

The quality of separation of the jth separated output
can be de�ned as

Sj � 
� log

�
Ef�yj�sj �

�g

Ef�
P

i��j yj�si�
�g

�
���

with yj�si the jth output of the cascaded mix�
ing�unmixing system when only si is active� Other
de�nitions of quality of separation involving the mix�
ing�unmixing system are less suited since BSS is about
signal separation and not about system identi�cation�
The separation can also be plotted as a function of the
frequency using

Sj��� � 
� log

�
Ef�STFTfyj�sjg�

�g

Ef�STFTf
P

i��j yj�sig�
�g

�
��

Matlab code for the evaluation of separation has also
been made available online��

�� DATA SETS

���� Synthetic Tests

Data has been made available� which can be used for
the evaluation of BSS algorithms� This suite includes
synthetic data and non�synthetic data� Both subsets
include the same original sources� mixed in synthetic
and real environments respectively�

������ Source Signals

The set of sources includes� various speech phrases� mu�
sic passages� environmental sounds and synthetic tones�

The speech sources consist of the same set of sen�
tences read by di�erent speakers� The sentences in�
clude various ratios of vowel�consonants so as to have
some elementary indication of bandwidth� Given that
several sentences will be read by the same speakers we
can use that to provide mixtures of these� on which
heuristic assumptions will be harder because of source
similarity�

The music sources consist of a set of recordings of
various characteristics� We include music passages of



various spectral shapes and centroids to measure the
dependency of an algorithm on these characteristics
of sound� as well as its behaviour with respect to the
relation of these characteristics across sources i�e� a
narrowband and a wideband source� a high and a low
centroid source etc� There are also music passages fea�
turing wide dynamic changes to test how well an algo�
rithm can track sources that suddenly fade out or even
disappear�

Environmental sounds will include common types of
background noise� mostly to provide an indication of
performance for the case of speech�background noise
mixing� The examples include street noise as a full�
band signal which can completely cover the bandwidth
of speech and �hide� it very e�ectively� Certain sounds
which because of their sparse and self similar character
will be hard to eliminate are also included �e�g� bounc�
ing ball�� Also a few relatively narrowband machinery
sounds will be included which exhibit a variety of spec�
tral centroids�

Finally the synthetic sounds will provide basic tests
on the in�uence of bandwidth� PDFs� frequency vari�
ance� spectral centroids and interruptions� The set con�
sists of a sine wave� a square wave� a sawtooth wave�
Gaussian noise and Cauchy noise� Where applicable
the frequency of the sound can change so as not to pro�
vide a completely stationary source� The same wave�
forms are also provided with random interruptions dur�
ing their progress to test how well an algorithm can
track disappearing sources� The evaluation of these
cases will be easier since plots of the outputs can be
provided and intuitive observations on the performance
of the algorithms can be made out of these�

������ Mixing

For the synthetic tests the above sources were mixed in
arbitrary groups using a set of di�erent mixing situa�
tions� including instantaneous mixing matrices� sparse
convolutive mixing matrices� dense convolutive mixing
matrices and estimates of real world mixing matrices�

The set of instantaneous mixing matrices includes
both well and ill conditioned problems� In addition
some cases are contaminated with added noise in the
sources� This set can measure the speed and quality
of convergence as well as the accuracy of an algorithm�
under both clean and degenerate conditions� The order
of the matrices is varied to test how well an algorithm
can deal with an arbitrary number of sources�

The set of sparse convolutive matrices includes a
few mixing matrices spanning the range between simple
delayed mixing to more complicated �lters derived out
of theoretical analysis of room re�ections� This test

will rate how algorithms will perform with convolutive
mixtures of increasing complexity�

For the dense convolutive mixing matrices� the set
contains cases of dense convolutive matrices whose �l�
ters are obtained from various kinds of manipulated
noise sequences� Real room impulse responses are very
similar to exponentially decaying noise with exponen�
tial or Cauchy distribution� so such series are used as
�lters� The parameters of the series comprising the
delays are tuned to various levels to control complex�
ity� Fast decay and high kurtosis are the simplest cases
since they produce short and sparse �lters� whereas
longer decay times and lower kurtosis will generate
harder cases� We also provide an additional degree of
complexity where at the simplest level there is only one
�lter in the mixing matrix which is dense� while the rest
are just delay taps� and by progressively increasing the
number of dense �lters in the mixing matrix we cover
all cases and reach the hardest one where all �lters are
dense�

Finally we have two cases which use �lters measured
from a real room and a dummy head used for binau�
ral recordings� These are real� dense mixing matrices
which can lead us as close as we synthetically can to
the real world� They will be used to get an accurate
reading of performance �since we know of the mixing
matrix� before we move to the real cases�

���� Real Recordings as Test Cases

The real world recordings are done in two di�erent
rooms� a near anechoic room and a typical living room�
Live speakers are used and their contributions are
recorded independently� Music sources are reproduced
using loudspeakers� The same music tracks are used
as in the synthetic case� Again� all of these contribu�
tions are recorded independently so that the perfor�
mance measures from subsection ��� can be applied�
As the music signals are known� algorithms that solve
BSS together with for example acoustical echo cancel�
ing can be evaluated� too� The clean speech recordings
that are done in the near anechoic room are also used
as source signals for the synthetic case� The transfer
functions in the near anechoic room resemble a sim�
ple delayed mixing matrix which should be relatively
easy to deal with for most BSS algorithms� The living
room� however� corresponds to a mixing matrix with
dense �lters� Estimates of the room mixing matrices
are measured too so that they also can be used for
the synthetic cases� Also� a dummy head is used for
binaural recordings� This data can be used to evalu�
ate BSS algorithms for applications like hearing devices
where the microphones are relatively small and cheap
and shadowed by the head�



���� Evaluation Software

The following Matlab �les have been made available for
downloading

� An evaluation routine of the distortion intro�
duced by the Blind Signal Separation algorithm
as described in Eq� �
�

� A plot routine which plots the distortion as a
function of frequency as described in Eq� ���

� An evaluation routine for the quality of Blind Sig�
nal Separation as described in Eq� ���

� A plot routine which plots the separation as a
function of frequency as described in Eq� ��

� A utility that reads multiple wav�les that contain
a multitrack recording

�� CONCLUSIONS

In this paper� performance measures for BSS algo�
rithms are presented together with a data set of real
world signals� Authors in the �eld of BSS are encour�
aged to try their algorithms on this data and evaluate
their algorithms in the same way such that results can
be compared�

�� FUTURE WORK

New tracks will be recorded to cover a wider range of
source types and mixing systems�

Since there will always be a limited amount of test
cases as prerecorded signals� a statistically more reli�
able view of the performance of an algorithm could be
obtained by generating the data according to a speech�
like or a music�like distribution� and by doing Monte
Carlo experiments over a large number of di�erent re�
alizations of the data�

Also� the performance measures can be improved
by incorporating perceptual measures� for example�

Therefore� the benchmark site will be under con�
struction to incorporate these features�
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